The dawn of instrument making It was once said of Astley Cooper that he 'could operate as easily with an oyster knife as with the best bit of cutlery in Laundy's shop'1. This indirect slur on the prowess of Joseph Laundy, instrument maker to St Thomas's and Guy's Hospitals, belies the importance of the Instrument Maker in the evolution of surgical technique. As in so many other fields of human endeavour, suitable tools are a prerequisite to progress.
The earliest surgical instrument makers were probably the users themselves who fashioned flint edge tools and adapted reeds and other hollow stems for crudely medical purposes. Abscesses must have been common at a time when man lived close to nature and penetrating injuries, including animal and human bites, were a daily hazard. Personal observation of the natural history of an abscess with the characteristic relief of pain following its rupture must eventually have planted the idea that surgical intervention by opening the abscess cavity with a suitable sharp object could accelerate the process and lead to even earlier resolution of the uncomfortable symptom. Attempts to relieve acute retention by bougienage or catheterization, or even by direct puncture of the bladder would also have engendered the need for suitable tools for the job. Craniotomy and the splinting of fractures are also known to be procedures practised by primitive societies and suitable instruments were devised for the purpose. In time those most skilled at fashioning tools of all kinds would have emerged as the forerunners ofthe surgical instrument maker, although it is likely that even if the implements themselves may have had particular functions, the makers would not have devoted themselves exclusively to their manufacture.
Flint tools from this period exist and some of them Little is known about the makers ofthese implements or whether they could in any way be regarded as specialists in their own right. More sophisticated tools appeared in the late Bronze and Iron ages and the early Egyptian civilization reached a high degree of skill in the production of beautiful and very functional instruments. There was considerable overlap, however, between instruments used for surgery and those used for domestic, cosmetic and funerary purposes and it is unlikely that the makers devoted themselves exclusively to any one function. It is more probable that the material in which they worked was the constant, so that the worker in bronze would have made anything from knives used in surgery to ornaments for personal adornment and likewise the worker in iron, obsidian, ivory and so on. Surgery in Roman times was dominated by military requirements and it is known that armies had their own cutlers, armourers and blacksmiths who were trained to produce surgical instruments as needed2. During this period, however, instruments with an exclusively surgical function, such as screw-acting rectal and vaginal specula, were produced and the complexity of manufacture of some of these suggests that the makers may have had to devote themselves largely or wholly to this activity. These men may, therefore, have been the first specialist surgical instrument makers.
The development of the specialist instrument maker In the Middle Ages and the Renaissance surgical instrument development continued in Europe and a whole range of instruments used exclusively for surgery emerged. Many instruments show a high degree of ornamentation suggesting specialized makers, but more mundane examples were undoubtedly produced by armourers, blacksmiths and common cutlers. By the early 18th century the cutler had become the predominant maker of surgical instruments, reflecting the fact that amputation, the incision of abscesses and phlebotomy were still the most commonly performed operations, all of which required sharp-edged instruments.
Some authorities, such as Mitchell-Heggs and Drew have stated that the surgical instrument maker as such did not exist before 18003. This is not the case, since several makers traded and described themselves as surgical instrument makers well before this date. These include Best (1760), Savigny (1720), Ferris (1770) and Young (1777). Many others who were clearly surgical instrument makers continued to call themselves cutlers including Jean Jaques Perret of Paris whose standard work on the subject published in 1771 is entitled L'Art de coutelier4. For a large part of the late 18th and early 19th century, the description 'Cutler and Surgical Instrument Maker' continued to be used and can be seen on trade cards and in trade directories of the period.
Another influence during this period was the growth of interest in natural philosophy, including physics, astronomy and biology, which led to a demand for suitable instruments and apparatus. To a large extent the optician served this function, since 0141-0768/89/ 010040-04/$02.00/0 01989 The Royal Society of Medicine microscopes and telescopes were a natural extension of his art, but many surgical instrument makers also began to stock and sell instruments of natural philosophy made elsewhere, but often labelled with their own name. By a similar process pharmacists who had initially only been concerned in the production of medicines began, in the 19th century, to sell under their own name, surgical instruments made by other manufacturers. Some, such as Allen and Hanbury, eventually went on to set up their own workshops. The major evolutionary influences in the development of the surgical instrument maker are illustrated in Figure 1 .
Another important factor in the evolution of the surgical instrument maker from the cutler was probably the growth ofteaching hospitals in the 18th century. This led to a concentration of surgical practice in certain areas and this attracted skilled cutlers to the vicinity. By the end ofthe century most hospitals appear to have had a symbiotic relationship with a specific instrument maker, or in some cases more than one. Thus, Arnold and Ferguson became associated with St Bartholomews, Evrard The sub-specialities For centuries the processes involved in surgical instrument manufacture changed very little. Broadly speaking, instruments fell into 3 categories: those with a cutting edge such as saws, knives, bistouries and trephines, all of which required a handle of some sort; non-cutting instruments such as probes, tenacula, hooks and cauteries, which also usually required handles and articulated or spring forceps for grasping tissues, which did not need separate handles. The stages in production, therefore, would have needed someone to forge the metal bar into the rough form of the instrument, a fitter to assemble articulated instruments, a grinder and polisher to take it to its finished form and possibly another participant to fashion the handle. Whether all ofthese processes could have been carried out by one man is not known, but it seems likely that by the 18th century the instrument maker employed smiths to produce the rough blanks which he then turned into the finished instrument. The London Tradesman of 1747, advising parents on the choice of a trade for their sons, stated that no special strength was required to be a surgical instrument maker and that working conditions were pleasant5. This would seem to imply that the initial forging at any rate was carried out by a sub-contractor working to the instrument maker's specification, and very likely on different premises.
An important ancillary to the surgical instrument maker was the case maker. Most instruments were supplied in sets for a particular function, for instance amputation or lithotomy and were sold in a suitable carrying case, important in the days when the surgeon rather than the hospital owned the instruments and surgery was a largely peripatetic activity. Case making was a separate trade, a minor specialized branch ofcabinet making and the case maker had two major customers, the surgical instrument maker and the gunamith. From the outside it is almost impossible to distinguish a case made to accommodate a pair of pistols from one made to house surgical instruments.
The instrument maker as innovator British surgical instrument makers have not, on the whole, been very innovative in the design of their products. There are exceptions but in general the typical surgical instrument maker seems to have been very conservative and to have deferred entirely to the whims ofhis customer, the surgeon. The same appears to hold true today, and the willingness with which the British instrument maker continues to produce fanciful and often wholly uncommercial instruments to the design of individual surgeons is legendary. By contrast, the continental instrument makers, particularly the French, have often pointed the way in operative surgery by designing instruments which enabled a particular surgical advance to be made. An Weiss and Archibald Young Junior are notable for dwectory and large citie-had many, London being, being innovative in.therowr ofcourse, the foremost. A thriving export trade to the friend of James Simpson and-helped the latter in his cos t t d n early experiments in anaesthesia, often at great cololiesad to the developrig natrons of the world, .. . . . ' . .~~~as well As.a demand for instruments by the Army, personal risk, and he produced some. of the early -Roya ad M hi N e e t appaatusSyes ritiG i themonhlyjournal -Royal anad.Merchant Navies ensured that many fn-s apparatus. Syme, writing in the monthlyjoral Medical Science, recordedthat. the inflammable weenddtomianthoup. nature of ether had been a cause of much concern to Simpson and that 'Mr. Young, a cutler, deserves recognition in the pages of -medical history for submitting to full ether anaesthesia and-allowing a naked light to be applied to his mouth'8. Weiss is mentioned by John Hunter's protfg6 Everard Home as being one of the few contemporary -instrument makers steady enough to stick to the task of furthering the design of new instruments rather than merely cashing in on the expanding trade in established ones9.9
Other instrument makers, however, have made their contribution by interpreting the ideas of the surgeon. Krohne made the ratchet artery forceps to the design of Spencer Wells and this was later modified by Hawkesley'0. Spencer Wells was not the inventor of the ratchet artery forceps, however, having been preceded by Pean and Koeberle, who both designed artery forceps based on Charriere's original invention. In general, conservatism is what seems to have characterized the craft of the surgical instrument maker. An extraordinary example of this can be seen in the design of the double ended probe (or director) and scoop. This instrument, common in Roman times, can still be found in many operating theatres today and appeared in surgical instrument makers' catalogues until well after the Second World War. As can be seen from Figure 2 , the design, including the almost functionless, decorative finial in the centre, has changed hardly at all for nearly 2000 years. This conservatism has very often been the downfall of the surgical instrument maker. The preface to Brady and Martin's catalogue of 1897 reads: 'Great advances have been made in aseptic surgery as a result ofLord Lister's work ... however, we do not think that the day when metal handled instruments will replace ivory and ebony is near at hand'11. Within a few years the firm had ceased to exist. British makers,
The decline of the species Gradually a contraction, set in as the focus of surgery shifted in the latter half ofthe 19th century from the patient's home to the hospital operating theatre. No longer was it necessary for every surgeon to possess his own sets of instruments. One set could now serve Coulsdon, Surrey Figure 3 . The origins ofa modern surgical instrument firm Mass production by firms like Allen & Hanbury and Maw furthered the decline of the small instrument making business and the industry became dominated by relatively few major companies. The complex process of takeover, merger and inheritance is illustrated in Figure 3 , which shows how a company still trading today, can trace its origins back to the mid 17th century at least. The craft of surgical instrument maker has evolved over the years from being a mere offshoot ofthe trades ofthe domestic cutler or blacksmith-to one ofthe most skilled of manufacturing occupations. Unfortunately, the financial rewards in relation to the time needed to acquire the necessary skills are such that, in common with so many other areas of craftsmanship, much ofthe manufacture of surgical instruments has now passed to the Third World, where time andi skilled labour are cheap. The British surgical instrument maker, once the finest =anmost prolific in the World, is a declining species. Ninety-six. surgical instrument makers'are lied in theILondon Post Offlce directory of 1894-Today,Athere are probably fewer than a dozeninment manufacturers in the whole of Britain. The rewards have. never been other than modest and public recognition has been limited to a specializedclientele. Their contribution to the progress of British surgery at a time when it was pre-eminent in-the World was vital, however, and patients undergoing surgery today owe an unacknowledged debt of gratitude to them for providing the strgical pioneers with the right tools -for the job.
